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Towards a physical understanding of bacterial infections: applying active matter
to unveil how bacteria move and infect
Gastrointestinal infections occur by both, motile and non-motile pathogenic bacteria. Populations studies,
where mice were infected with flagellated, pathogenic bacteria and non-flagellated mutants of these
bacteria, suggest that there exists a correlation between bacterial motility and bacterial virulence.
However, so far, there is no quantitative understanding of the role played by bacterial motility – if any -in the infection process. By combining active matter theory and in vitro experiments with two flagellated,
pathogenic bacteria -- Escherichia coli and Salmonella Typhimurium, we managed to (i) unveil how
bacteria explore surfaces – which for E. coli results from a complex interplay between hydrodynamics
and surface adhesion -- and (ii) build a quantitative infection model for the in vitro experiments that
provides the first mechanistic explanation of the role played by bacterial motility in the infection process.
Furthermore, we will see that a statistical physics perspective of bacterial infections – specifically, if we
think how active particles move in complex environments -- let us conceive physical ways to prevent, or
reduce the risk, of bacterial infections.
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